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Abstract. The HIVE (Helping Interdisciplinary Vocabulary Engineering) and HIVE-España (ES) 
projects both support dynamic, automatic metadata generation using multiple vocabularies. 
This demonstration will present both the HIVE and HIVE-ES projects and showcase the 
overarching HIVE framework and functionalities, and give insight into the broader issues 
relating to linked open vocabularies—LOV. HIVE relies on the Simple Knowledge 
Organization System (SKOS) and the Kea++/Maui algorithms, which enable more 
sophisticated terminological selection compared to frequency counts. Baseline studies 
provide some positive, yet mixed results, and a framework for further study. The adequacy 
of HIVE and HIVE-ES’s searching and browsing capabilities are required to be addressed; and 
the research should target SKOS use for different types of vocabularies (thesaurus vs. 
subject heading lists) and, specially on the performance of the text indexing algorithms used 
depending on the type of vocabulary, the features of the training set documents and those 
indexed, and the language of all of them. 
